
2023 PRICE LIST

03 9882 4556

info@withudental.com.au
withudental.com.au

2 Wills St, Hawthorn East, VIC 3123 

YOUR LEADING MELBOURNE DENTIST, 
HELPING YOU SMILE BRIGHT WITH 

QUALITY DENTAL CARE



GENERAL DENTISTRY

INITIAL CONSULTATION

Includes: 
 Complimentary discovery consultation
 only for:

  1. Implants
  2. Cosmetics
  3. Invisalign

EMERGENCY CONSULTATION
$85

COMPREHENSIVE EXAM

Includes: 
  All 2D x-rays including follow-up, 
 one-time Q&A session

 Add-Ons:

  1. Adding revolutionary Airflow Clean is only 
   $100 (normally $230)
  2. 3D X-ray for advanced surgical planning is 
   50 (normally $200)

$250

ROOT CANAL TREATMENT
$950 - $3000

MOUTH GUARD /  RETAINERS / NIGHT SPLINTS
$190 - $ 690

MANDIBULAR ADVANCEMENT SPLINT FOR SLEEP APNOEA PATIENTS 
$2500
Sleep study completed through our referral.

TOOTH COLOURED FILLINGS
$195 - $400

This price list is a guide only. The cost of your treatment will vary according to 

the complexity of your individual case, treatment time, material used, number of 

teeth involved etc. For a more accurate quote, please book a consultation with us 

on 03 9882 4556.

This is With U Dental’s price list as of May 2023, this price list is subject to 

change at any given time. Please note we require a $100 deposit for all 

appointments (including complimentary consultations) & this can be deducted 

from the cost of your treatment or refunded if treatment is not proceeded with.



SURGICAL & AESTHETIC DENTISTRY

PREMIUM DENTAL IMPLANTS:

Implant brand & design that is ideal for
your individual case will be recommended.

 - Titanium implant + premium crown 
 $3000 + $2000

 - Zirconia implant + premium crown
 $3000 + $3000
  
 - Add-on Digitally Guided Surgery
 $600

OVERDENTURES (2 IMPLANTS)
$9000

ALL-ON-4 DENTAL IMPLANTS:

 - Payment plans from $110 per week
 - Early Release of Superannuation
 - Completed by highly sought after, industry 
   leading implant dentists
 - Create a natural, fully functioning and 
  beautiful smile within just 3 days
 - In-house General Anesthetic and relaxation 
  options offered (Medicare rebate 20-80%), 
  managed by our anesthetic professors 
  from Melbourne & Monash Universities.

 - Depending on the difficulty of the surgery
 - In-house General Anesthetic and relaxation 
  options offered (Medicare rebate 20-80%), 
  managed by our anesthetic professors from 
  Melbourne & Monash Universities.

$25, 000 - $29, 000

WISDOM TOOTH REMOVAL
$300 - $550

GUM GRAFTING
$700 + $500 Single site + per additional site. 
Depends on the sites and difficulty involved.

GUM RECONTOURING:
$195 - $500 per tooth. 
Varies from simple laser contouring to surgery

This price list is a guide only. The cost of your treatment will vary according to 

the complexity of your individual case, treatment time, material used, number of 

teeth involved etc. For a more accurate quote, please book a consultation with us 

on 03 9882 4556.

This is With U Dental’s price list as of May 2023, this price list is subject to 

change at any given time. Please note we require a $100 deposit for all 

appointments (including complimentary consultations) & this can be deducted 

from the cost of your treatment or refunded if treatment is not proceeded with.



COSMETIC DENTISTRY

PORCELAIN VENEERS & CROWNS
- Complimentary consult with a before and 
 after digital mock-up available as a gift 
 (Limited Time)

- Affordable payment plans available starting 
 from $70 per week.

- Technician involvement to perfect your 
   bespoke dental masterpiece

- Digital Smile Design & Trial in the mouth: $600, 
  this fee will be moved to veneer fees when 
  we proceed with the treatment.

- Planning your smile:
 1. Assessment of gum height
 2. Assessment of bite and facial symmetry
 3. Reassessing shape, size and colour 
     of veneers.

PROFESSIONAL HOME WHITENING KIT
$450

COMPOSITE VENEERS / DENTAL BONDING

 - Invisalign: Express to complex, $4200 - $10700
 - Our recommended specialist orthodontists will 
   provide complimentary consult after our 
   comprehensive exam.

Includes: 
 - Impressions for teeth whitening take home 
   trays on bottom and top
 - Take home whitening kit, including teeth 
   whitening trays and teeth whitening gel

$450 - $800 per tooth

ORTHODONTIC WORK

This price list is a guide only. The cost of your treatment will vary according to 

the complexity of your individual case, treatment time, material used, number of 

teeth involved etc. For a more accurate quote, please book a consultation with us 

on 03 9882 4556.

This is With U Dental’s price list as of May 2023, this price list is subject to 

change at any given time. Please note we require a $100 deposit for all 

appointments (including complimentary consultations) & this can be deducted 

from the cost of your treatment or refunded if treatment is not proceeded with.
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